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 by  Lottie Tagupa 

Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas 

"Asian Elegance on the Strip"

Located at the corner of the Las Vegas Strip and East Harmon Avenue,

this mid-strip luxury hotel is stylish, subdued, and serene. As part of the

mega-resort complex called the City Center, the Mandarin Oriental offers

several restaurants, fabulous spa pools and cabanas, but no casino. The

hotel is more an experience in the vertical, with only the porte cochere

and bell desk located on the ground level, and the lobby located high up

on the 23rd floor. The hotel is modern, sophisticated and elegant at every

turn, with public areas filled with dark and subdued hues that contrast

with guest rooms, which are bathed in natural light.

 +1 702 590 8888  www.mandarinoriental.co

m/lasvegas/

 molas-

reservations@mohg.com

 3752 South Las Vegas

Boulevard, Las Vegas NV

 by nan palmero   

JW Marriott Las Vegas Resort &

Spa 

"Peace & Luxury in Las Vegas"

Get some peace and quiet while being treated like royalty at the JW

Marriott Las Vegas Resort & Spa. Just 15 minutes from the Strip, you're

close enough to all the action of Las Vegas, but far enough away to relax.

Located amongst a setting of mountain views and beautiful landscapes,

this elegant hotel features spacious rooms and suites, an award-winning

European spa, access to eight championship golf courses, two swimming

pools, and fine dining.

 +1 702 869 7777  www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/lasj

w-jw-marriott-las-vegas-resort-and-

spa/

 221 North Rampart Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV

 by kennejima   

Red Rock Casino Resort Spa 

"Luxurious Resort"

This modern Station Casinos property introduced itself to Las Vegas with

plenty of fireworks. Guests can enjoy round-the-clock fine food for nearly

any appetite. Club LiFE is vibrant with plenty of choices to help you

unwind. The resort further lives up to its exotic image with the Spa at Red

Rock Casino Resort Spa. With customized adventure packages

incorporating the beautiful surrounding Red Rock Mountains, it's truly an

other-worldly experience. Of course this is Las Vegas, where gaming is the

name of the game and Red Rock does not disappoint. 3000 slot machines,

62 gaming tables, a poker room, bingo room, and a state-of-the-art race

and sports book guarantee that whatever your wager of choice, you will

have plenty of options. Although it is not on the fabled Las Vegas Strip,

the Red Rock is a must-see destination resort!

 +1 702 797 7777  redrock.sclv.com/  11011 West Charleston Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV
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 by Ken Lund   

Westin Lake Las Vegas Resort &

Spa 

"European Elegance In The Desert"

Seventeen miles from Las Vegas you will find a 320-acre, privately-owned

lake with sandy a beach front nestled in the canyons. This luxury resort

offers several fine restaurants including Rick's Cafe, based on the famed

establishment of the same name from the classic film Casablanca. The

European-style casino features numerous table games, Keno and slot

machines. Duffers will love the Jack Nicklaus-designed Golf Club at

Southshore.

 +1 702 567 6000  www.westinlakelasvegas.com/  101 Montelago Boulevard, Henderson

NV
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